Linkey (LKY)

About:

**Professional Digital Assets Investment Services Platform**: Supply professional digital asset related investment services to personal investors and institution investors. Including but not limited to digital asset venture investment and digital assets management.

**Decentralized Digital Asset Financial Platform**: Cooperate with financial institutions to provide a decentralized digital asset financial platform offering services from low to high risk, like savings, insurance and futures based on the combination of public chain and private chain.

**Intelligent Financial Community For Digital Asset**: Intelligent financial community is the engine of Linkey. It will be made up of financial and technical elite from all of the world. Some development direction and operation mechanism of Linkey will be decided and voted by community.
Advantages:

- **Investment Consulting**: Providing consulting services and information for digital asset investment.

- **Blockchained Financial Services**: Implement financial services on blockchain.

- **Variety of Funds**: Different kinds of fund for need of different investors.

- **Financial Derivatives**: Generate financial derivatives for risk hedging.

- **Invest Blockchain Projects**: Help investors to identify and invest blockchain related projects.

- **Cooperations**: Cooperating with financial institutions to break the block of channel between digital assets and real economy.
Roadmap

**Q1 2018**: PCO(Private Coin Offering) Tier One

**Q2 2018**: The first version of functional website launches

**Q2-Q3 2018**: Fund Business in Private Blockchain

**Q1-Q2 2019**: Expend Investing Services

**Q1-Q2 2020**: Beta Version of Public and Private Blockchain Launch

**Q3-Q4 2019**: Alpha Version of Public and Private Blockchain Launch

**Q3-Q4 2020**: Financial Platform and Community Platform Launch